
AMERICAN RACING 



• American Racing was founded in 1956 by drag  
 racer and innovator Romeo Palamides
• The company began by  manufacturing   
 magnesium drag race wheels, including the  
 iconic 5 spoke Torq Thrust. 
• The popularity of the race wheels lead to the  
 development of street versions of the Torq  
 Thrust in both magnesium and aluminum.
• In 1963 the Torq Thrust D was developed to 
 clear the factory disc brakes being installed on 
  vehicles. The wheel went on the become the  
 most imitated wheel in history with many  
 
• The Torq Thrust has been inducted into the  
 Aftermarket Speed Parts Hall of Fame 
  

OUR TIRE ROASTING
HISTORY



MOVIES &
TELEVISION

The popularity of American Racing wheels increased when 
used in TV and movies on famous cars like the Bullitt 
Mustang and Dukes of Hazard General Lee and later in the 
Fast & Furious franchise.



RACING American Racing wheels have been used on winning teams 
in just about every form of motorsport.

OFF-ROAD RACING

ROAD RACING

DRAG RACING

HISTORY



WE NEVER SLOW DOWN.
• The technology and innovation that have pushed  
 American Racing to continually develop new and exciting  
 products continue to this day. Magnesium wheels, which  
 were cutting edge technology in their day, have given  
 way to forged aluminum wheels. Stronger and lighter  
 than cast alternatives, the American Racing Forged  
 line is 100% made in the USA. Our custom wheels are  
 handcrafted of 6061 forged Aluminum and made to order  
 by size, style fitment, and finish. Precision and strength  
 and a history of performance-based innovation make  
 these wheels the ultimate compliment to the vehicle that  
 
• Re-Investing in American Made. We have been working  
 hard to bring manufacturing back to the States. In  
 addition to our custom wheel manufacturing facility  
 in Southern California, we have a forged wheel factory in  
 South Carolina and a cast aluminum factory in Alabama.

PRESENT
THE



• Facebook – 182K+ Followers
 facebook.com/AmericanRacingWheels
• Instagram – 161K+ Followers
 @americanracing
• Website
 americanracing.com

REACH
SOCIAL



APPAREL American Racing is considered a heritage brand that has stood
the test of time.  American Racing Apparel plans to have an impact
in the work/automotive lifestyle fashion genre.  Similar to
other heritage apparel brands like Carhartt, Dickies & Levis.

Chevelle (Shortsleeve Tee)
WHITE

Chevelle  (Shortsleeve Tee)
BLACK



APPAREL

The Nova (Shortsleeve Tee)
BLACK

The Nova (Shortsleeve Tee)
WHITE



APPAREL

The GT500  (Shortsleeve Tee)
WHITE

The 69 Camaro (Shortsleeve Tee)
BLACK



RETAIL
Automotive Lifestyle has taken a stronghold in the
printable, graphic tee category in major retail chains
throughouat the U.S. like Pacsun, Zumiez and Tilly’s.
“Racing Graphics” is the top trend and top sellers in
a mjaority of these stores.



The name AMERICAN RACING lends itself to di�erent styles of graphics
and artwork that resonate among various categories.APPAREL
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Highend Steetwear brand Cherry LA has 
tapped into the vintage automotive lifestyle 
in their apparel looks and ra�ing o� classic vehicles.  

AR x Cherry collab can raise the bar for the apparel
divisioncreating a big demand for big box retailers.

COLLABS



THANK YOU

AMERICAN RACING 


